
MINI GOAL GUIDE

P R E P A R E D  B Y  A N D R E A  B O G A R T

E M B R A C E
C R E A T I V E S
U N I V E R S I T Y

AN EASY-TO-USE,  POWERFUL PLANNER TO MOVE
DETERMINED,  CREATIVE BUSINESS OWNERS TOWARDS
SUCCESS.  



Are you swamped with “work” but not moving forward in your business?
Are you overwhelmed with “amazing” opportunities but spread so thin that
you can’t accomplish much? Maybe you’re following a path that’s creative
and exciting but not making you money... 

How do you know what a healthy and profitable goal looks like? 

Many business owners drift from one task to another without a plan, or
rush around trying to get stuff done because it FEELS like they’re productive
accomplishing things but they actually accomplish very little of value. 

Here’s a question: Would you agree to work on 5 different, large-scale
creative projects, each needing completely different materials, tools and
techniques but all due around the same time? No? Then don’t do that with
your business. 

Setting a few “good fit” goals helps you to; 
• stick to your mission
• clarify your ideas
• focus your efforts 
• use your time productively
• increase your chances of achieving success 

WHAT IS  GOAL SETTING,  REALLY?
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We begin setting goals as children, instinctively. A toddler making the
effort to walk, er wobble to the closest stable structure is attempting to
complete a goal. Learning to drive, ride a bike, or finish a book are all goals. 

A goal is the future point of where specific action steps take us. Goals are
good. Goals are part of what allows us to grow as human beings and are
necessary when building a business, however there’s a right way to create
and achieve them so you don’t set yourself up for stress, frustration and
failure. 

Goals not only help us move forward but they also become the markers of
what we’ve achieved. They are a benchmark for determining whether you
are actually succeeding in your business, or not. 

There’s an art to goal setting. I work with MANY creative entrepreneurs
who either don’t have the right goals for growth or have so many goals that
they lack focus. Bouncing mindlessly from task to task or being pushed and
pulled by actions that keep you busy isn’t “achieving” or “succeeding”. 

Control your life and your business, don’t let them
control you.
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To reach your goals you need to know how to set them so they ARE
achievable. A creative who wants to earn money from their passion
and their skill set, should set business goals based on proven
strategies. Goal setting is a process that starts with careful
consideration of what you want to accomplish, and is accompanied
by a solid plan of attack. Healthy goals that move you forward
must be set deliberately, with thought and respect for your mission,
your core values and your time. In between the goal and the
completion of the goal are many well- defined steps that, when
accomplished, move you closer to the achievement of the final goal. 

Goals are a benchmark for determining whether you
are actually succeeding in your business, or not. 

To guide you towards CLEAR, HEALTHY & STRONG goals I’ve crafted
this easy-to-use planner. 

To start, make sure that you have a six-month to one-year-plan
with a list of goals you’d like to achieve. For this success-setting
exercise, choose one item from your list. 

Before you begin to list your goals, read on... 
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How can you accomplish a task if it doesn’t motivate you or if you’re not
passionate about it? 

As a holistic consultant that strives for a healthy business, I know that
motivating goals are best.  Some people assume they want a particular
success but in actuality, they do only because someone else wants it for
them. Or they decide to set a goal based upon “quick money” instead of
developing quality work with integrity and they realize that their heart
isn’t in it. 

Set goals that inspire you and relate to your unique business mission. As an
example, my mission as an art matchmaker with Embrace Creatives is to
match buyers with original art and design products and empower artists
through art sales and business guidance.

Without a clear mission, you end up dangling with no idea what’s the best to
work on, far TOO many goals and little time to devote to any of them. Goal
achievement requires a strategy and deep commitment, so to reach success
it’s important that you are excited by the goal and know that achieving
them will empower you (even if not all of the responsibilities required, excite
you). 

Motivating goals are the ones that you resonate with
the most: you find extreme value in their
achievement and you get excited just thinking about
them! 

MOTIVATION
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Setting something that motivates you. 
Doing what you normally do. 
Hoping you’ll succeed. 

Achieving your goal isn’t as easy as; 
1.
2.
3.

You need strategies like S.M.A.RT. which stands for Specific Measurable
Achievable Relevant and Time. This strategy is commonly attributed to
Peter Drucker's Management by Objectives concept. To create healthy
goals that are easier to attain, they should be S.M.A.R.T. 

Each one should be;
• Specific (simple, significant, sensible - create a clear goal and make sure
you know why it’s important) 
• Measurable (meaningful, motivating - keep track of your progress, you
small steps)
• Achievable (agreed, attainable - make sure you can get support, if
necessary)
• Relevant (reasonable, realistic, resources, results-based - does this
match your mission/vision?)
• Time (time-based, timely, time sensitive - set your time table with clear
action steps) 

Using this proven, goal setting method will help you find the clarity, focus
and motivation you’ll need to achieve success. 

S.M.A.R.T. allows you to clearly define your objectives, set completion
dates and measure your actions steps as you work towards completion. 

NOW you can gather your well-thought-out plans, choose the one that is
S.M.A.R.T and fill in the following form. 

S.M.A.R.T.
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GO AL  G U IDE  WOR K S HEE T
M Y GOAL

TARGE T DU E  DA TE

TAS KS  +  S UPPORT T AS K  D UE  D ATE

N AM E R ES P ON SIB IL ITY

N AM E R ES P ON SIB IL ITY

N AM E R ES P ON SIB IL ITY
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Plan for the Unplanned - If you like your day planned to the second it’s
important to find time during the day for greatness to happen. When
you plan too tightly it’s tough for creativity and innovation to slip
through. 
Extend your to-do list - If your day’s to-do list doesn’t get done, move
items to the next day. Use your e-calendar or jot down important tasks
that weren’t completed. This is a good habit to get into when you’re
working on your goals. 
Your Brain in Self-Drive Mode - A noggin that’s filled with creativity,
innovation and problem solving skills doesn’t have much time to match
an outfit. Focusing your brain power on more important decisions can
help to significantly improve productivity. Stay stylish but keep
decisions about what to eat and what to wear quick and stress-free. 
Getting an A+ is overrated - Lose the desire for perfection. Do your best
and accept the minor details mistakes. Important projects should
command more of your time but be 80% happy with most projects. End
them and move onto the next one. 
Link Em - Instead of doing separate tasks, mindlessly, one after
another, find a few that can work together and combine them. Grab
your coffee, update your to-do list THEN e-mail your assistant. 

Big changes are REALLY difficult to manage and control. Instead, make
minor changes to routines, small adjustments to your work day and add a
little bit more focus. These are simple ways to improve the way you use
your time. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

MINDFUL PRODUCTIVITY TIPS
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